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Many businesses deplore that high costs, high risks and
financing difficulties are making it hard for them to
innovate. This study explores the question whether
differences exist in the financing of capital expenditure
and innovation that may be a sign of limited innovation
finance opportunities.
The main finding of the study is that innovation finance is
very dissimilar to the financing of investment expenditure.
Innovation expenditure is 82% financed from internal
resources and only 9% with bank loans. The ratio for
investment expenditure is 49 vs. 34%.
Another finding is that the share of bank loans in innovation expenditure increases only relatively slowly with
growing expenditure intensity. Unlike for capital expenditure, that share drops again from a business size of five to
under ten employees. As businesses increase their share
of research and development (R&D), the share of bank
loans in innovation expenditure falls from 11 to 3%.

particular characteristics of innovation projects. Investment
projects, for example, do not exhibit comparable
characteristics.
Innovation finance in the SME sector is distinctly dissimilar to
investment finance (Figure 1). In the following we explore
whether particular financing constraints exist in innovation
finance.
Figure 1: Comparison of innovation and investment
finance
Proportions of funding sources in the relevant expenditure category in per cent
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As a consequence, businesses are not spending enough
on innovation. They are particularly avoiding sophisticated
innovation projects. Overall, they are failing to harness
innovation potential because of financing difficulties.
Innovation improves the use of resources, opens up new
sales potentials and speeds up structural change. i That is
why innovation and the resulting technological progress are
regarded as the most important determinants of economic
growth. 1 Numerous studies confirm the positive impact of
innovation on businesses as well. 2 But there is no certainty
as to whether innovations will be successful. The most
important barriers to innovation for businesses are therefore
high costs, high risks and financing difficulties.
These findings may indicate a failure of the market to provide
external funding for innovation. This may be due to the
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These findings are consistent with theoretical considerations that specific characteristics of innovation projects
(such as uncertainty about their success, difficulties in
assessing them and lack of collateral) are, above all, a
barrier to external financing with bank loans. That is a
structural problem of innovation finance.
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Note: Extrapolated with the number of employees; investments: only
enterprises without innovation expenditure
Source: KfW SME Panel 2017

Uncertainty about success deters external providers of
capital
Financing problems may be the result of uncertainty about a
project’s success. In innovation projects, such uncertainty
may revolve around technical viability or commercial success
(market acceptance, competitors’ response). Uncertainty
about success is likely to be highest in research and
development (R&D) projects.
What is decisive here is that assessing the likelihood of
success of an innovation project is much more challenging
for external providers of capital than it is for the innovating
business itself. The uneven distribution of information
(‘information asymmetry’) between the enterprise and the
potential provider of capital makes external lenders less
willing to finance such projects. The consequence is that they
either charge an excessive return (including an ‘uncertainty
surcharge’) for providing funds, or even deny financing for
innovation projects altogether. 3

i

This study was conducted in a partnership between Creditreform Rating AG, Neuss, and
the economics department of KfW Group.

This applies to loan financing in particular. Even though the
lender bears the uncertainty surrounding the success, it

Note: This paper contains the opinion of the authors and does not necessarily represent the position of KfW.
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... and unattractive project volumes make banks less
willing to finance
Size is another factor that puts SMEs at a disadvantage
when innovating. As they generate only low turnovers, the
fixed costs of innovation projects are a particularly high
burden for these enterprises. 6 That means they are often
unable to spread risks across multiple innovation projects.
Failure of a project therefore often jeopardises the survival of
the whole enterprise so that, particularly in innovation
finance, small businesses represent very risky exposures for
external providers of capital.
The loan amounts they apply for are also relatively low from
the point of view of external providers of capital. That means
an unfavourable ratio of transaction costs to returns, so an
exposure is often not worthwhile for them, or only if they
charge increased returns. 7
Investment projects, for example, do not exhibit these
particular characteristics of innovation projects in such
concentrated form. Further factors such as the size or
financial situation of the business can also influence the
financing of projects. Below we therefore examine the
financing of innovations and investments based on different
business and project characteristics. 8
Innovation Finance: firms mainly use internal resources,
while bank loans are less common
In line with these considerations, internal resources such as
current cash flow, reserves and cash reserves are by far the
most important sources of innovation finance. Businesses
fund 82% of innovation expenditure in this way (Figure 1).
While internal resources make up the largest portion of investment expenditure as well, they are used for investments
to a much lesser extent, at 49%, than for innovation expenditure. Besides, enterprises use bank loans to finance 34% of
investment expenditure but only 9% of innovation expenditure. Thus, there is a considerable difference between the
financing of innovation and investment expenditure.
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Lack of loan collateral...
Furthermore, innovation projects are largely made up of
personnel costs, e.g. for R&D activities, construction or
service design, and for preparing the production or sale of
innovations. Investment expenditure on equipment,
machinery or similar items represents a mere 30% of
innovation expenditure. 4 This is particularly true of R&D
projects, where investment expenditure accounts for only
8%. 5 Innovation projects thus generate only few assets that
could be used to collateralise bank loans.

Figure 2: Innovation and investment financing by
company size
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Differences are also apparent in the use of promotional
funds, such as promotional loans, promoted equity, grants
and bonuses. They account for 6% of innovation and 12% of
investment expenditure. 9 The remaining 3 and 4% are
distributed across ‘other financing sources’, such as
mezzanine capital and participations by third parties, as well
as ‘other sources’ not specified in more detail.
Businesses prefer to use their own resources
Small and large SMEs in particular use own resources to
fund a high proportion of both innovation and investment
expenditure (Figure 2). In small businesses that share is 85%
for innovation expenditure and 53% for investment
expenditure. The fact that businesses with fewer than five
employees fund their expenditure from their own resources
despite their relatively low internal funding capacity is likely
due to their more limited access to external finance. 10 There
are many reasons for this. They range from relatively small
financing volumes (from a lender’s perspective) through lack
of opportunities to diversify in combination with greater
difficulty in providing adequate collateral to higher default
risks and lower transparency (as a result of lower publication
requirements, for example).
As an enterprise grows, it can access credit more easily, so
the share of bank loans it uses for both innovation and
investment expenditure initially increases. At the same time,
however, its internal funding capacity grows as well. From a
certain size, enterprises are better able to fund their
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expenditures from their own resources, which they use for
innovation activities in particular. The share of internal
funding increases to 86% and, as a result, the share of bank
loans in innovation expenditure drops again.
The substitution of bank loans with internal resources is likely
due to the particular characteristics of innovation projects,
such as greater uncertainty about success and little new
collateral, which increases primarily the financing cost of
innovation projects – assuming financing offers are available
at all. By contrast, bank loans for investment expenditure are
likely to be available at lower costs, so that the share of bank
loans for investment expenditure actually increases slightly
as the business grows.
External sources top up internal resources
The argument that businesses only use external funds when
their internal resources are insufficient is also corroborated
by the following research findings. Both innovation and
investment expenditure is financed to a higher degree with
external funds the higher the expenditure is in relation to
business turnover (Figure 3). The share of bank loans in
innovation expenditure grows by two thirds from the smallest
to the largest category. For investment expenditure, the
share of bank loans even increases 2.4-fold. The lower
increase of this share in innovation finance demonstrates that
the particular features of innovation mentioned above are
often a barrier to bank finance and that financing offers – if
available at all – only exist at disproportionally high costs.
Figure 3: Innovation and investment finance by intensity
of expenditure relative to turnover

Bank loans with limited risk-bearing capacity
As explained above, the R&D content of innovation projects
can be regarded as a barometer for an external lender’s
uncertainty about project success. Moreover, high R&D
intensity stands for a low share of capital expenditure in
innovation expenditure and, accordingly, fewer newly
generated physical assets that could serve as collateral for
bank loans.
Consequently, the share of bank loans in innovation
expenditure decreases as R&D intensity increases
(i.e. R&D expenditure relative to innovation expenditure).
While SMEs that conduct no R&D of their own finance 11%
of their innovation expenditure with bank loans, that share
falls to just 3% for enterprises that have a high R&D share of
innovation expenditure (90% and more) (see Figure 4). This
finding is consistent with the consideration that bank loans in
particular have limited risk-bearing capacity.
Figure 4: Innovation finance by intensity of R&D in
innovation expenditure
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The influence of key financial indicators on the financing
mix
Importantly, a company’s ability to finance innovation and
investment expenditure depends on its financial situation.
Positive key financial indicators stand for high internal
funding capacity. At the same time, the financial situation
determines whether and on what terms it can use bank
loans. 11
Creditworthiness determines the level of expenditure
A broad-based cooperation with Vereine Creditreform e. V.
enabled us to include the businesses’ creditworthiness in the
analysis. The creditworthiness rating issued by Vereine
Creditreform is based on a total of 15 criteria that cover
financial status and liquidity (information reported in the
annual statements), structural risks (sector, size and age of
enterprise, productivity) and soft factors (payment history,
volume of existing orders, order intake, management
quality). 12

Source: KfW SME Panel 2017
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The finding that the share of bank loans increases as the
credit rating decreases, however, does not contradict the
notion that a good credit rating improves a company’s access
to credit and an enterprise with a good credit rating therefore
can resort to more extensive debt financing. On the contrary:
It is apparent that the volume of both innovation and
investment expenditure decreases as the credit rating drops.
Average innovation expenditure falls from EUR 150,000 in
the category with the highest rating to EUR 28,000 in the
lowest rating category. This confirms the findings of
Gerstenberger et al. (2016) 13, according to which enterprises
with a low credit rating can carry out innovation and
investment projects less often, invest lower volumes or incur
more frequent delays.

projects, lower internal funding capacity means that, for these
kinds of projects in particular, lower internal resources must
be supplemented from external sources. Not all enterprises
are likely to be able to do this, particularly when innovating,
and those that do must then accept higher financing costs.
As a consequence, the volume of these enterprises’
innovation expenditure declines.
High profit margins enable companies to avoid bank
loans
Profit margin, too, can be a reflection of both internal funding
capacity and creditworthiness. It is defined as profit in
relation to annual turnover.
Figure 6: Innovation and investment finance by profit
margin
Proportions of funding sources in the relevant expenditure category in per cent
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In both innovation and investment expenditure, the share of
expenditure funded from internal resources is lower when the
company’s credit rating is lower. The share of bank loans
increases at the same time (Figure 6). For innovation
expenditure, the share of bank loans increases fourfold in the
group with the lowest rating compared with the group of
companies with the best credit rating. At first glance, this is a
surprising finding. As creditworthiness is the key indicator for
the credit decision, the opposite trend could have been
expected.
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Figure 5: Innovation and investment finance by credit
rating
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The declining share of internal funding and the rising share of
bank loans therefore likely mask the fact that credit rating
also reflects an enterprise’s internal funding capacity at least
to some degree. Given the high fixed costs of innovation
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The share of internal funding initially decreases with growing
profit margin and then rises both for innovation and
investment expenditure. At the same time, the share of bank
loans initially increases and then drops to the lowest level.
This is due to the fact that rising profits make access to credit
easier and more affordable. From the category of enterprises
with a profit margin of 1.5% to those with less than 4.5%,
however, increasing internal funding capacity predominates
in the financing mix. These enterprises are increasingly able
to fund expenditure with internal resources. Enterprises make
use of this option and, accordingly, use fewer bank loans
(Figure 6). This finding confirms enterprises’ preference for
funding their expenditure from internal resources.
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Conclusion
SMEs fund innovation activity from external sources to a
much lesser extent than investment expenditure. Apart from
that, various common financing patterns are apparent but so
are further differences. For example, the share of bank loans
in innovation expenditure grows only relatively slowly as
expenditure intensity rises and drops again from a company
size of five to under ten employees. By contrast, in
investment expenditure that share grows with company size.
Furthermore, the share of bank loans in innovation
expenditure decreases with increasing R&D intensity.

As a result of these limitations, SMEs’ innovation activity is
heavily dependent on the availability of internal funds. This
has serious disadvantages as enterprises invest less in
innovation because of limited internal funds than would be
desirable from an economic perspective. They avoid, reduce,
delay or even abandon innovation projects. Another
consequence is that long-term innovation projects are tackled
less often while projects that can be realised in the short term
are more common. Thus, enterprises mainly refrain from
entering new market segments and realising technologically
sophisticated projects because of financial difficulties. 14

These findings are consistent with theoretical considerations
that specific characteristics of innovation projects are, above
all, a barrier to external financing with bank loans. This is
particularly true of R&D projects, which combine the specific
features of innovation projects in concentrated form.

Overall, the problems in financing innovation mean
innovative potential remains unharnessed and even vanishes
altogether in the long term because of market imperfections.
Counteracting this is a permanent task of economic policy. ■
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